July 2020 Edition

Welcome back to our July edition— this month our theme is celebrating diversity.
Diversity simply means differences. Our community is beautifully diverse, from our
backgrounds, our heights, our senses of humour, our beliefs, our taste in music, our
races, ages, experiences and sexuality.
We are all different and each member of our community is unique. Small minded,
unhappy and insecure people tend to use differences to try to make themselves
feel better and others to feel worse. We, as a community, are committed to celebrating our differences and know that as a community we are stronger and richer
for these differences.

#teamuak
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The British Values
By Iqra Nasir

Democracy
Everyone has a voice . Britain is a democracy.
This means that the people in Britain vote for
the people who make the laws and decide
how the country is run .
Rule of Law
A law put in place to ensure that everyone is
treated the same . In Britain we have a police
force who makes sure people do not do the
wrong things and break the law. This means
that we are safe.

We Need Trust to be What We Must
By Billy Rhodes
“Tell me, if you awoke in a skin of different
hue, to walk as a human from another culture, or gender, or sexual orientation,
would you hold the same opinions, my
friend? Or would they shift to your new perspective?

Individual Liberty
Freedom to make our own choices. In Britain
as we do not break the law we can live as we
choose to and have our own opinions about
things .

And if that's the case, if they would morph
into something more loving toward yourself, what does that say about those opinions, are they yours? Or based in a "them"
and "us" brain pattern? In some primitive
impulse? Because you are capable of so
much more.

Mutual Respect
To celebrate diversity and treat everyone
how we would like to be treated. We might
not always agree with other people but we
try to show respect for their thoughts and feelings.
Tolerance of those of Different Faith and Beliefs
In Britain we accept that other people might
have different beliefs than ours and they may
believe in different religions.

So perhaps take a moment to dream of
walking in the shoes of others, to imagine
you were born other than how you are,
and let that marvellous brain of yours see
from their perspectives and open up your
vision to vistas new.
One of the keys to our future, the good
one, was to stop making new laws. Instead
we talked to people, helped them,
brought calmness and a sense of love. In
this freedom we thrived and the prisons
emptied. The kids wore smiles as big as
their hearts and we found health. The way
forwards in your time is words of wisdom
written in pure love. We had community
block parties, our young artists leading the
way. We sang our hearts out until everyone
could see them and everyone felt safe being so open.
It's when hope itself started to feel bright,
as if it were written in stars.”
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E-Safety

Out & About


Make sure someone knows where you are
and what time you will be back.



Wear a mask in public places and wash your
hands regularly.



Don’t put yourself at risk to impress others.



Be aware of vehicles and people around you.



Wear sun-cream and drink water.



Research where you are going.



Make sure you can contact parents/ carer
or emergency services in case of an accident or issue.
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Know how to block people.



Know how to report abuse.



Keep yourself and your family safe—
don’t share your personal information.



Remember Chromebooks are monitored by UAK.



Check yourself to make sure you are
being kind—don’t become a troll!

Diversity
By Alfie Wilson
Let’s talk about the thing we all take part in, life,
It has ups and downs, smiles and frowns, love and strife,
But this complex and beautiful thing that unites us,
Can go two ways for all of us.
Celebration of diversity, or do we discriminate,
Do we choose love, peace and celebration or horrid hate,
Do we accept our differences make us strong and magical?
Or do we look at those different as a beast or an animal,
Do we look at someone black and decide that them we hate,
Or do you look deeper and say, “they are actually really great!”
Do we look at someone gay
And then suddenly say
“They are bad!”
(even though that is completely mad!).
So back to our big question,
Do you question?
Or do you just smile,
And understand our differences makes us worthwhile?
So at the end of the day,
What do you say?
Love or hate?
Do you discriminate?
Love or hate?
Or do you enjoy and celebrate?
Personally I celebrate,
But do you look at someone religious and have a horrid sense of hate,
Now choose: celebrate,
Or hate.
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Chapter 2:
The Silents
By Amina Nasir
‘Well, hello it's me again, Tom. I
am 42 years old. 25years ago I
told you about the time when
aliens invaded our planet but
really they needed help. And
now we have another story
ahead, what I mean is that
there are more dangerous
creatures out in space.
This time it is not aliens. This
time it is something way worse
than before, I don't know what
they are or who they are and
why they have come to earth.
Now buckle your seatbelts because this will be a very bumpy
ride.
I have 4 kids, 2 boys, Liam and
Tim plus 2 girls, Sofia and little
angel Ruby but sadly my angel
Ruby passed away along with
her mother. It's been nearly a
year since they have gone
and I promised my angel that I
will defeat those creatures that
hurt her. THIS is how the story
began:
About a year ago my family
and I went to see grandpa
(who is my dad) who passed
away a month ago, so we
went to his grave. I really miss
him but life is when people
come and go. A few minutes
later I heard a big “BANG” so I
went to check then I heard my
wife scream and Ruby crying. Liam, Tim and Sofia were
hiding behind the statues and I
saw a weird looking creature
with 40 arms wrapped around
my wife and Ruby. I tried to
stop but the creature
squeezed them so hard that
their eyes, tongues and
brains “popped out”.
My eyes shredded with tears as
the monster gulped them, I

saw an axe on one of the
graves so I quickly ran and got
the axe and slashed into the
monster. The creature was
blubbering like a big baby and
was the flabby green slimy skin
was tearing and the more it
tore the gooey it got, that was
my last time with my angel. I
now can’t see my angel going
to school or ringing me to say
“Daddy I've lost my homework
again”. To me my heart had
shattered and was melting. I
lost my wife and my dear angel. On that same day I wrote
a letter for my angel and my
wife:
Oh my dear girl, your daddy
misses you so much. He misses
how you used to run and give
me a big hug. I wish that creature took me instead of you,
you are my life and soul. I will
never forget you. Oh my dear
child when you were a baby I
held you in my very arms and
so in your innocent eyes love
and had a dream that you
would grow up to be a beautiful young woman. Your daddy
has lived his life but I can’t ever
forget that you are not here.
Never forget that I love you, I
love you to the moon and
back.
Yours truly,
Daddy
As tears dripped my other
three kids had gone into a
shock they didn't even talk
and they were so scared to go
out that they would lock themselves in their own room. I
have made a big plan to take
revenge for what those
shameful monsters did to my
family, and talking about going out they would kill us if we
went out and made noise.
They are all green and smelly
they have no feet well they
are like snails that slither
around and leave slimy goo
around and they have 40
arms.
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As time went by I had started
to create my own weapons
now obviously I can't go to the
gun shop because everyone
has taken them now I never
knew that this day would
come again. I want my kids
and myself to have a happy
life .
Time came close and I had to
do something I said to my children to stay in their bed room
and not to come out until I
come back home so I went
out and screamed as loudly as
possible. I heard a giant raw
and screams of people, when I
turned around there were lots
of them. I knew I was in danger so I closed my eyes and
heard my mum, dad my wife
and my dear angel Ruby saying, “You can do it. We love
you!”. My tears fled down my
cheeks, I opened my eyes and
said “It’s war time”.
I started shooting, shooting
and shooting but there was no
hope. More and more of them
came, it seemed like there
were thousands of them. Suddenly I heard children screaming on a microphone saying
“STOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOP”
. It was my children, they held
out a bomb and I asked were
they got it from and they said
they had found it. They threw it
towards the aliens, shouting
“Dad, run! Please run”, so I
turned and ran hearing a big
“BANG”!!! I turned around and
all was calm. Everybody came
out of their homes and started
to clap and cheer .
And guess what we all now
are safe and no more monsters .

Writers Wanted:
Are you interested in writing fiction or reporting? If so
please email ideas for submission to hpd@uak.email with a
sample of your work.

Chapter 1
THE RETURNING
By Billy Rhodes
Fazbear's Fright Grand Opening after shutdown for 30 years
due to major malfunctions with
the robots systems causing the
Bite of 87’. Yeah that kid never
found the light of day, it’s
amazing how you can live
without the frontal lobe. Fazbear’s Frights was an almost
rundown version of Freddy Fazbear’s Pizzeria but seemed to
have a lot more rooms and
halls. The walls had tiles of
green moss, looked to have
not been cleaned at all but
the worst part of this horror attraction was the robots themselves, they had this evil look
that could haunt the memories
of your past experiences. There
was one specific animatronic
who had been rotten away for
years and his name was
springtrap, he got his robotic
name from his death of being
springlocked inside of this yellow suit.

It was to the point now that it
was time for his awakening, he
awoke as his eyes had been
blackened out with pupils of
glowing white. Springtrap’s
eyes wandered around the
room he had woken up from,
almost completely helpless
from his thoughts of the past.
He stood up holding himself up
against the wall, glaring at his
hands brought him back to a
memory of the past to when
the time of his death happened. His actions of the past
have now led his future by
what he truly believed, murdering kids and stuffing them in
robotic suits gave the animatronic it’s soul and belief but
there had been no escape
from this life they suffered from.
Springtrap suddenly snapped
back to reality. “Sigh… Sometimes I ask myself if all this was
worth it in the end”, he spoke.
As he stood still lurking in the
shadows of the past he stumbled upon a puppet or a marionette to be exact hidden behind a large pile of presents,
who could be described to

have a body structure of long
and thin arms and legs in a
midnight black colour but had
a face of horror.
The puppets facial expression
looked as if it had joy but almost seemed to be crying purple tears down to the bottom
of its face.
“Huh? Is someone there.. Oh
it’s you”, the Puppet spoke in a
child's voice, which Springtrap
could almost recognise from
his past doings. “What did you
just say?”, the puppet followed
on.
“Nothing. Nothing at all...”,
“Why on earth am I still around
here anyway? Shouldn’t I be
rotting in hell by now?”, spoke
Springtrap in a deeply toned
voice almost as if he is disappointed to himself.
“Well. I gave you a gift... I gave
you life.”, the Puppet returned.
“This way you were able to experience what we had to suffer.”
Chapter 2 will be published in
our next student bulletin.

September’s Bulletin will be focused on the
theme of: Grit & Resilience. All contributions
emailed to hpd@uak.email by Friday 18th September 2020.
All genres—poetry, short stories, reporting, photos and creative contributions are welcome.

Stay safe & see you in September!

#teamuak
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